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Customized interference filters for a wide field of photonic applications
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1 Introduction

Photonics is considered to be one of the key enabling technologies for many attractive applications. For almost all photonic devices, optical coatings are key components to tailor the spectrum specifically for each application. A wide variety of requirements exist in this field, like e.g. filter(arrays) with very small dimensions, high transmission UV filters with deep absorption free blocking close to the transmission wavelength, broadband absorption free and high reflection or miniaturized polarizing beam-splitters, which need to be manufactured cost effectively in high volumes.

This paper presents a selection of optical key components and the specific spectral requirements of the optical coatings including their applications.

Fig. 1 for example shows a customized biochip substrate, which is the basis for a gene-specific probe. For the manufacturing process of this chip a high absorption is needed at 365 nm and 405 nm to eliminate disruptive fluorescence from the glass substrate and multiple reflections from its surface. To make an effective fluorescence analysis possible, the transmission is required to be maximized for the excitation wavelengths 488 nm and 532 nm and the emitted wavelengths at 570 nm, 590 nm and 670 nm. The spectral characteristic including the required transmission is shown in Fig. 3.

Additional features requested by the customer are individual serial numbers on each wafer and chrome patterns used for chip alignment (see Fig. 2).

2 Biochip applications

Biochip applications are extremely diverse. They can be used for e.g. for gene sequencing as well as for water quality monitoring or food screening (e.g. pesticide residues detection, genetically modified food detection etc.). Each chip is developed with a clear focus on the particular user needs. The substrate selection is one of the most critical decisions when designing a new biochip and depends strongly on the application. Substrates must be low cost, inert as far as possible, uniform in terms of surface properties and the material must be suitable for the integration of customized features. For glass substrates e.g. patterned chrome might apply, fluorescence filters, conductive coatings, laser markings or channel structures as shown schematically in Fig. 1.

3 UV-Microscopy

For wafer inspection UV-light is used to reliably detect contaminations as it provides bright contrast. Since the
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Aktuelle Entwicklungen auf dem Gebiet hochpräziser optischer Schichten

Dieser Beitrag behandelt eine Auswahl von hochpräzisen Interferenzschichtsystemen, die an spezifische Anwendungen in verschiedenen Märkten angepasst sind:

- Individuell markierte Wafer mit AR-Beschichtungen und strukturierte Chromschichten, die als Basissubstrate für Biochip-Anwendungen dienen.
- Hochtransparente und verlustarme UV-Filter zur Selektion bestimmter UV-Wellenlängen aus Beleuchtungsspektren wie z.B. Quecksilberdampflampen.
- Ein hochreflektierender ausschließlich dielektrischer Breitbandspiegel für Anwendungen unter rauen Umgebungsbedingungen.
- Miniaturisierte polarisierenden Strahltäler für Mikroprojektoren und Near-Eye-Displays.

 Размеры интегральных схем непрерывно уменьшаются, требуемый размер частиц для его обнаружения также становится меньше (< 20 нм) и соответственно уменьшается требуемый спектральный диапазон. Наличие дипольных квантовых точек может снизить требования к диполям в спектре.
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**4 Broadband Dielectric Mirrors**

Broadband dielectric mirrors are characterized by a reflectivity of > 99% covering a wavelength range between 320 nm to 2000 nm and by a wide acceptance range for the angle of incidence (0°–50°). Absorption losses are minimized as far as possible by using dielectric layer materials only. The absence of any metal layers in the coating minimizes corrosion and qualifies this filter for use in harsh and humid environments. When used for a white reflectance standard, its excellent mechanical
durability allows the filter to be cleaned repeatedly.

These mirrors are frequently used in experimental setups which require a flexible application of different wavelengths. The wide reflectance range e.g. allows using a pilot laser to adjust the optical setup and simultaneously the actual application wavelength of a different light source.

As an example, Fig. 5 displays a customized mirror with a consistently high and broad band reflectance between 350 nm and 1100 nm at an angle of incidence (AOI) of 8°, 25° and 50° respectively. This mirror demonstrates the almost unaffected high reflectance and the change of the reflectance bandwidth in the indicated angle range.

5 Miniatuized Polarizing Beam Splitters

Miniatuized projection systems like near eye displays, as shown schematically in Fig. 6, are driving the need for advanced and miniaturized polarizing beam splitter (PBS) cubes. In order to achieve an optimum light throughput any non-functional area on the optical surfaces must be eliminated by applying an edge to edge coating technology, for the PBS coating as well as for the AR coatings on the outer cube surfaces. Some customized cube designs also require patterned or uniform black chrome coatings to reduce unwanted scattered light. Fig. 7 shows the transmitted spectra of the s- and p-component of a PBS cube for a near-eye application as well as the reflected s-component at 45° between 440 nm and 660 nm. Ts was requested to be < 0.7 % within this wavelength range while Tp was required to be > 89 %. Hence a separation ratio for the polarization Tp (min.)/Ts (max.) of 127 was achieved. Typically the separation ratio needs to be as high as possible for an angle range of 45° ± 10°. In this solution Ts < 4 % and Tp > 78 % was achieved for 35° between 440 nm and 660 nm (Tp (min.) / Ts (max.) = 19). To achieve these spectral requirements it is obviously a key to minimize any absorption losses. The total coating stack consists of 62 layers and sums up to a total thickness of 4.8 µm. A high number of layers are thinner than 30 nm and the thinnest
layer is just 10 nm thick. Therefore stable deposition processes must be optimized in particular to reduce losses caused by interface absorption.

As near eye applications are considered to be future consumer products, the component sizes need to be minimized as shown in Fig. 8 and the manufacturing process must be designed to be suitable for cost effective high volume production.

6 Summary & Conclusion

Four specific optical coating solutions were presented in this contribution. Each of them represents a key component in a photonics application like in biochip substrates, in UV-microscopy, near-eye displays or broadband low loss reflection. All these coatings and the associated deposition processes were designed and developed in close cooperation with the customers to optimize the function for the specific application requirements. Close customer relationship, design and process competence in optical coatings combined with a solid experience in optical assemblies mass production makes further attractive photonic marketplaces accessible, e.g. the automotive and aviation sectors as well as the medical or lighting markets.
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